Hindi

Textbooks:

High School:


Post-Secondary:


Books:


Multimedia (Software, Technology, Films, DVDs, CDs):

Lipikar. (2009). http://sites.google.com/site/lipikar002/. (Can be used to input Hindi characters without the use of a keyboard.)

Authentic Materials:

Websites:

Culture and Society:


Language Learning:


Door into Hindi. http://taj.chass.ncsu.edu/. (An online Hindi course. Contains sections on the script and grammar as well as video lessons)


a i s h a e o e i r e c t i o n s e P e o e ).
http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/plc/hindi/video/. (A video-based stor of RI’s return trip to India. Also contains audio and slower-speed audio.)

Virtual Hindi. http://www.nyu.edu/gsas/dept/mideast/hindi/. (Contains stories by proficiency level, audio recordings, video, authentic and pedagogical texts on Hindu festivals, grammar explanations and exercises, Hindi links.)

Virtual Hindi Video. http://www.saffronthread.com/HindiVideo/#. (Video interviews with various Hindi speakers)

Media:

BBC Hindi. Source: http://www.bbc.co.uk/hindi/. (Hindi news)

Professional Organizations (NFLRC, Title VI, Flagships etc):

South Asia Language Resource Center (SALRC). http://salrc.uchicago.edu/. (Contains an e-journal focusing on South Asian language pedagogy, links to fonts, and general resources such as textbooks and dictionaries.)


University of Texas at Austin Hindi-Urdu Flagship Program. http://www.hindiurduflagship.org/resources/index.html. (Contains various resources including video, Hindi textbooks, and supplementary teaching materials.)